
W
E  S TA R T E D  G R A N D T E N  D I S T I L L I N G  because we love spirits 
and, just like you, enjoy a nice drink at the end of the day. Our mission 
is to create distinctive products that will satisfy the growing number of 
savvy cocktail drinkers. We are inspired by new and interesting flavors, 

but also take pride in producing high quality, classic spirits. Our flagship product, 
Wire Works American Gin, celebrates the history of the famous South Boston iron 
foundry that once occupied the space where we now distill.

“The booze-making version of Breaking Bad.” —Urban Daddy

What’s in the bottle
Base Material
•   Blackstrap Molasses (75%)
• Evaporated Sugarcane Juice (25%)

Water

•   From the Quabbin Reservoir
•  Rated best tasting water in the    
    country
•   Reverse osmosis and carbon 

filtered to remove chloramines 
and fluoride (we don’t think they 
add to the taste)

TASTE
New Medford Rum is distilled from a combination of blackstrap 
molasses and sugarcane juice. By using an open-air fermentation 
the rum develops a light sweetness with hints of vanilla and 
butterscotch. The end result is an overproof rum that is both 
flavorful and smooth - sippable at 100 proof and ready to elevate 
any rum cocktail.

BACKGROUND

 Too often, rum cocktails are made with spirits that are 
closer to vodka than to the rum. These classic cocktails were 
originally developed on full-flavored rums where distillers, 

not accountants, made the cuts.  New Medford Rum is a 
return to those robust flavors. Designed to enhance, not 

hide behind citrus and sugar.

PROCESS
We begin with pure blackstrap molasses and evaporated sugar cane 
juice. The key is keeping the mash below a boil. Then we cool and 
using a blend of traditional and non-traditional rum yeasts. After 
fermentation is complete, we send it through our all-copper, small-
batch stills.  The bulk of the spirit is distilled twice. With the third 
distillation (aka the Queen’s Share) blended back in. The resulting 
spirit is slowly proofed down to hold on to all of its delicious flavors 
created from fermentation. 

Details   
Strength   Size  
100 proof                     750ml
50% ABV UPC - 091037744869
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